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The potential energy curves for helium and argon adsorbed on a metal
surface are obtained directly from the microscopic contributions to
the interaction energy in the electron gas approximation. The method
of calculation presented is simple and straightforward and yet gives
sensible numerical results.

Recently, there has been considerable prog— repulsive term. However, this proposed capers—
tees made. in our ability to ccnpute the weak tion of the total intezaction energy is made—
interaction betweenmolecules which do not form quate, as has been pointed out recently.8b
strong bondr, for example pairs of rare gas Our results, obtained from a quite different
atoms. The work of Gordon and Kim’’

2 & Seller, approacn, lead to essentially the same obser—
Harris and Gelbart3 have shown that the density vatinii.
functional formulation~”5 in the um~fcrn dcc— Here we present a microscopic calculatIon
tron gas limit is capable of accuracy compa— of the interaction energy, inàluding repulsion
table to large configuration interaction alec— and without assuming Van der Waals attractio:i
tronic structure calculations. ThIs result from the out3et. The density functional”5 is
is of great importance since this method allows combined with the uniform electron gas approxi—
a simple computation of the total interaction natIon to descrIbe part of the interaction
energy and an easy division into repulsive and energy.”1’5 In this formalIsm, the total energy
attractive terms. Besides the unIform electron of the system should be minimized with respect
gas approximation, the major approximation is
that of additive electron densities, an approx— to variations in the density, n(r). Because of
imation which should be very good for systems the complexity of this, we compute the inter-
which do not form chemical bonds. Becauseof action energy by substituting the sum of the
the great success of this model in weak bonding unperturbed atomic and netaliic densities at
situations, we have applied it to the calcula— for n(~). This leads to the errors quadratic
tion of the energy of interaction between rare in the devIation from additivity,’ which should
gas atoms and metal surfaces (the interaction be small in the case of physical adsorption.
between atoms and a graphite surface has been Note that, in this method, features of a corn—
examined by a similar method6). pletely self—consistent solution are retained,

since these are present in the densities of the
Since the early steps towards an under— isolated system. The characteristic values of

standing of physical adsorption and the metal—
atom interactio’~,~ attenticn has been equilibrium distances and binding energies are
focused on the Van der Waals attraction~1~ given from first prInciples and indicate that
following the classical work of Lifshitz.”2° the importance of the Van der Waa].s attractiondoes not extend into the region of the poten—
The Van der Waáls attraction adequately de— tial well.
scribes metal—atom interaction in the weak
coupling regime. Since it is purely attractive, The metal Is described by a jellium model
however, no adsorption equilibrium distances and fills the halfspace z<O. A rare gas atomof atomic number Z is at a distanc
or binding energIes can be obtained from it A e d from the
alone, unless one assumes a value for the equi— metal surface; 4(z) is the electrostatic poten—
librium distance.31’ In order to obtain a poten— tial energy of an electron at distance from
tial well, the repulsive force due to the aver— the metal surface, expressed (as all other
lap of metallic and atomic electron densities quantities) in atomic units. The electrostatic
has to be taken into account. A theory, which part of the atoin—netal interaction energy is
assumes that the Van der Waals interaction con— given by:
pletely describes the attraction, and computes

the repulsion from the change ~n’kinetic energy _ZA~(d)+fdnA()~(~) —

only, has been given2~ and elaborated upon~”
earlier. Its merit lies in the inclusion of a
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Here ~ is the atomic electron number den— of real metals.
The results for helium are given in figure

city, which is spherically s~etric since the 1, Both potential curves A and B are obtained
atom is in its ground state, and for the nonseif—conaistent metal electron den—

1’ -~ sity
27

ZA —j drnA(r). The remainder of the inter -____________________________________

action energy consists of a repulsive term
from the electronic kinetic energy and attrac- 4.0 -

tive contributions from exchange and correla-
tions. Since these quantities are unknown in
general, a judicIous choice has to be made to 3.0 -

obtain their approximate contribution to the A
interaction energy. We shail make the assump-
tion that has been so successful in describing
the rare gas atom—atom interaction energy, 2.0 -

by adopting the functional form EG(n) of the
uniform electron gas to describe this part of c
the energy density. The contrIbution of the 1.0 -

electronic kinetic energy, exchange and corre-

lations to the intoraction energy is then B
2 I I I I
a _______________~ .1.1

ER...21T,fdrra S dT{(nA(r)+OM(rr+d)J o
0 ..~ w

-1.0 -(2)

EC(nA (r)+nM(rr+d) )—o~l(rT+d)EG(r~(rT+d))

-2.0 -

tA(r)EG(nA(r))}

Here n,,~ is the metaliic electron number density -

which only depends on z. Although the uniform
electron ga’s approximation is deficient in
giving the total energy of the system, it may -4.0 I
be reasonablefor the interactiin energy since 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0
contributions from the region of the nucleus d(O.u.)
and the metal surface, where the variation of
the electronIc density Is particularly large. Fig. 1. Potentialenergycurves for He on r,~= 2 metal. Non-
tend to cancel against those for tne individual selfconsistentmetal density with variational and Hartree-
systems. The well—known uniform electron gas Fockatomic density(curvesA and B respectively).Selfcon-
functional is given by25 EC(n)=Ekifl(n)+ sistent metal density and Hartree-Fock atomic density

E (n)+E (~)with (curve C).
exch corr

Eitin(fl)~ .i_(3r2)2/3n2/3 nM(z)~n+(l ~ for z<O, z)i~i

4e~ for z>0

with r —2 aud ~—l.24. ~‘.urve A is a result of1/3 1/3

~xch~~~’ ~Y , an~E is given by taking
5the atomic electron d<nsity to ben

Corr

e 1—13/27 derived from a simple

—O.438/r +l.325/r ‘12—l.47/r 2—O.4/r S/2(r >lO~ variational ground state wavefunction for
8 ~ helium.2’ The results of the potentials B and

C are obtained by using an atomic electron
density derived from a Hartree—Fock wavefunc-
tion for helium.28 Curve C applies to the
self—consistent metal density and potential

O.O3liLnr —O.048+0.009rmr —0.Oir (r <0.7) obtained from the applIcation of the density
5 S S ~ functional formalism to a jellium metal sur-

face.29
In the caseof argon the atomic electron

where r
8(m) is defined by r8—(3/4wn(r)J’/

3. density is derived from a Hartree—Fock wave—
We obtain the interaction energyas a function for the ground state.28 In figure 2

function of the atom—metaldistance for two the calculated potential is given both for the
typical rare gas atoms, helium and argon, ad— nonseif—consietent and for the self—consistent
sorbed on a metal whose interior electron it~~ density at r —2. In figure 3 the potential
ber density n+ is enaracterized by veils for sl~ghtly different densities are

comparedwith the results for r
52. Shown are

r8—(3/4 n+)’/~..2, a value roughly characteristic r5—l.613 and 81.3O, representing tungsten,
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a~d r
5—2.30, ~ —1.24, which may be thought t~f

as zinc.
_______________________ 2.5-
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Fig. 2. Potential energy curves for Argon on r. = 2 metal. Non- Fig. 3. Potential energy for Argon on r. = 1.613, B = 1.30 metal
selfconsistentand selfconsistent metal density (dashed and (dashedcurve), and r, = 2.30, B = 1.24 metal (dashed-
solid curverespectively)with Hartree-Fockatomicdensity. dottedcurve).For comparisonr. = 2, B = 1.24 result(solid

curve)alsoshown.

From the results, the following observa-
tions can be made:
(i) the uniform electron gas approximation um— by the variational expression above, the Van der
talrs potential wells typical for physical ad— Waals attraction and repulsive part obtained
sorption: equilibrium distances of the order of from the results of ref. 21 are also shown; for
five atomic units, bInding energies of the argon the Van der Waals attraction of ref. 21
order cf 101’ hartrees for helium and iü—’ is shown. In the region of the potential well,
hartrees for argon; we find a striking difference between the at—
(ii) the binding energy is very sensitive to tractive part, obtained from Coulomb interaction,
the choice of the atomic electron density exchange and correlations in the uniform gas
(difference between curves A and B in figure 1), approximation, and this Van der Waals attrac—
while the region of the well is little affected tion. Although our results involve the uniform
by taking the self—consistent instead of the electron gas approximation, thIs indicates that
nonself—consistent metal density. In the self— in the region of the well the attraction is
consistent case the repulsion is slightly much stronger than given by the Van der Waals
stronger (curve B and C of figure 1), which attraction and, consequently, in contrast to
can be understood from the fact that for z>O what is often assumed, the characteristics of
the nonself—consistent density is smaller than the wall are not determinedby the Van der
the self—consistent density. It should, how— Waals attraction, but by the combined contri—
ever, be mentioned that for large atoms like butions of Coulomb attraction, exchange and
argon and metals of lower density the effect of correlations which have not yet settled down

Friedel oscillations, which are not present j~ to the asymptotic Van der Waals behavior. If
the nonseif—consistent density, may be notice— the reference plane for the Van der Waals
able; interaction is not taken to coincide with the
(ill) According to figure 3 the equilibrium jellium edge~’but carefull~ c lculated for
dIstance is seen to increase with increasing specific groups of metals,

3 the attraction
interIor metal density. near r = 2. iS much stronger in some cases (e.g.—60% for

Figures 4 and 5 show, for5helium and argon, ~ in the region of the well), but generally
respectively, and for a r

5—2 metal with ~l.24, not enough (typically 30% for noble metals,
the separate contributions to the interaction or less) to explain the discrepancy near the
energy in the region of the potential well. In potential minimum. Even combi’,ed with the
the case of helium, with electron density given fact that the correlation energies may be over-

estimated,
30 the error can never be large
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Fig. 4. He(variationalelectrondensity)on r, = 2, II = 1.24 metal. -20 I 1 I I
Separatecontributions to theinteraction energy:Coulomb 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

(C), ExchangeandCorrelations(EC) andkinedc energy (K). d (a.u.)
Also showntotal attractive energy (A), Van der Wash
interactionof ref. 21 (VdW) and repulsiveenergyfoundm Fig. 5. Argonon r. = 2,8 = 1.24 metal.Separatecontributionsto

the interaction energy and total attractiveenergy as inref.21 (dashed-dottedcurve). figure 4. In addition, thetotal interactionenergym and

Van derWaalsattsactionLhhl are shown.

enough to account for the difference between
our attraction and the Van der Waals attraction. of surface non—uniformity and possible poly—
Moreover, in the near tail of the potential crystalline structure, the experimental results
(a7.a.u), the Van der Waals attraction and for the binding energy are expected and
the results obtained in the uniform electron gas fo~

32’ ~ to be consistently larger than
approximation agree. (However, as observed in

other cases,1’31 the very long range (r>lO a.u.) those obtained theoretically. Thus, we findthat the results of the calculation within the
Van der Waals interaction is not correctly
given within the uniform gas approximation.) umif~t~jgas approximation agree qualitatively

with the available experimental data on physical
The difference betweenthe repulsion computed adsorption.
here and that of ref. 21 is due not only to We find, for Ar interacting with r

52
the unIform gas approximation but also to metals, that the well depth is — 1.2 x lO—~
incorrect approximations made in ref. 21 in hartree (-360°K) and the equilibrium distance
order to obtain an analytic result. This in- is 4.5—5.5 hohx~ The experimental values

32’33
correct computation of the repulsion should be are —2.5—3.0 X lO~ hartree for the well depth
added to the argumentsof ref. 18b for the and —5.2—6.4 bohr for the equilibrium distance.2~
explanation of discrepancies betweentheir However, these experiments are done on rough
results and those obtained in ref. 21. surfaces and are expected to give well depths

In the present case, unlike the atom-atom larger than those for a flat mono—crystalline
case, the uniform gas approximation cannot be surface. For He on r

8~2 metals, we find a
assessed by quantitative comparison with experi— well depth of 3XiO~’hartree (=90°K) and a
mental data, because the theoretical results distance of 5. bohr), while experiments
apply to a flat monocrystalline surface (al— iadicate well depths of —2xlO~’hartree, with
though the ionic structure has Dot been large uncertainties,

35 and distances of 5.5—
accounted for), which is difficult to obtain 6.5 bohr. Even though the present theory
experimentally. Due to the polarizing effects should be worst for the case of He interactions,
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the results are still qualitatively accurate, We believe the present theory to give
and in as good agreementwith those of ref. l8b sensible semi—quantitative resluts for the
as one may expect. interaction betweenclosed shell systemsand

Retal surfaces.
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